
Schools in Coimbatore List of Best 6 Schools in Coimbatore

Are you on the lookout for a school in Coimbatore for your little ones? Check out this
shortlist of the best schools that offer high-quality pre-primary and primary education:

1. SSVMWS Cambridge

Shree Sarasswathi Vidhyaah Mandheer World School is one of the schools under the
award-winning SSVM Institutions. They are the first in South India to become a Cambridge
Early Years Centre.

As a Cambridge-affiliated school, SSVMWS focuses on developing the knowledge,
understanding, and skills that young learners need to make the best possible start in life.
Their Cambridge Early Years Programme and Primary Programme cater to kids ages 3 to 11
years old. Aside from Cambridge, the school also offers CBSE curriculum from pre-KG to
K12.

2. SNV Global School

This school in Coimbatore is CBSE-affiliated and was established in 2018. Despite that, they
have consistently landed a good spot in the ranking of the best CBSE schools in the RS
Puram area. SNV Global School uses English as their medium of instruction. They have
achieved exceptional results in the academic sphere as well as in extra co-curricular
activities.

3. The Hillside Prep

Another good preparatory school in Coimbatore that you should consider for your children is
Hillside Prep. They are affiliated with the Cambridge International Examinations or CIE. They
are a Coed English medium day school that offer classes from playgroup to class V.

4. Chinmaya International Residential School

One of the best primary schools in Coimbatore is Chinmaya International Residential School.
Established in 1996, the school is known for its extensive facilities and infrastructure that
spread over 77.93 acres of land. They use the CBSE curriculum for class I to V students.
Aside from primary school, they also offer classes for middle school up to senior secondary
school.

5. The Indian Public School

The Indian Public School in Coimbatore is part of the TIPS. They accept students from
primary school to senior secondary school. They have three curricula, including CBSE, IB,
and CIE. This day cum boarding school uses English as the primary medium of instruction.

6. Delhi Public School

This school provides academic programmes from nursery to class XII. Like other institutions
in this list, they are also an English Medium school. And they are also affiliated with CBSE.
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SSVM World School is a Cambridge-based institution that offers an immense range of
Cambridge assessments to its students. Our school provides two programs with a complete
curriculum and amenities: Cambridge early year program and Cambridge primary programs.
Check out our website for more information!
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